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3. Which of the following is the correct example of an APA style reference for q b.o.Qk: 
(A) Sekaran, U. (2013).Research Methods for Business a Skill Building Approach. 
@Sekaran, U. (2013) .Research Methods for Business a Skill Building Approach. United Kingdom, John 

wney. - · - 
(CJ Research Methods for Business a Skill Building Approach. Sekaran, U. (2013). United Kingdom, John 

Wiley. Y.. 
(DJ United Kingdom, John Wiley. Sekaran, U. (2013).Research Methods for Business a Skill Building 

Approocb.», 

1. Which section of research proposal includes discussion of methods used in research, sampling design, 
and data collection methods? · ·· 
IA) Introduction 
(8) Literature review 
(CJ Problem statement 

<l£DMethodology 

2. Which of the following statements about hypothesis is True? 
~ "Job satisfaction has a positive effect on employee loyalty" is an example of alternative 

hypothesis. 
(B) A hypothesis cannot be based on inductive investigation..1 
(CJ A hypothesis is not related to the theoretical framework . ...._ 
(DJ All statements are true. 

Part A: True or False {l QOints each) 

1. The broad problem area is done after review the literature ( T) ~ 
2. A researcher who observed separate phenomena and on this basis attempts (~}= .. ) to pt) ( F) - ... ~,..--=----"""------=~--......------.- 

arrive(Jy.a)I) at general conclusions, works inductively. 
3. If a researcher is· interested in researching the factors that influence the stock market (T) Yf<l in three 9ifferent European countri~, the unit of analysis is group. 
4. A good problem statement includes both a statement of the research objectives and (U) ( F) 

the research questions. 
5. A moderating "vcrioble changes the relationship between a dependent and an t2J) [ F} 

"'" '""f--"" indepenaent variable. 
6. After write the problem statement review the literature, and develop the theoretical 0 ( F) 

framework, the next step is to formulate the research hypothesis. 
7. Lab experiment conducted to establish(wlfiJJc_ause-a~9.:,effect relationships using the ( T) Cf]) 

same natural environment 
8. Correlational studies J.oyariably (Wl.i) are longitudinal studies, since data are collected ( T) 0 ~ . . ...---. 

both before and after a manipulation. 
9. An advantage of engaging (:i.S_J..:d,.) in an external team I~ 0.1.)) to do the research ( T) ® project is that the team would require much less time to understand the structure, the 

philosophy, and the functioning arid work systems of the organization. 
10. In inductive research, a literature review will help the researcher to develop a CJ ( F) 

theoretical framework and hypotheses. -- (!!) 11. Parsimony related to scientific investigation refers to the idea that a simple model ( F ) 
that explains a certain phenomenon is preferred to a complex model. 

12. Articles (w~lLll) and books that were written tbirJ;Y or even forty years ago should never { T) ® 
be included in the literature review. 

Part B: The MultiQle Choice Sectionsj2 QOinis each). 
( 
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payment: 
11. A bank monoqer wants to have ? profile (U....,,..i) of the individuals ~h<: have loc:f r10 ilS of t~~~ 

outstai.;_d1ng (~_,_;! <.:JWJ 1_,.l~ rl) for six months and more. The profile will include de-t ~ 5tudY 
~e, e . .amings, nature of occupation, and like. What would be the nature of tf'1 
would be designed? · ~ 
(A} causal study 'I<. 
(B) corre!ational study 
@Descriptive study 
( o) experimental "- 

1 o. A review of the literature could enable (.fi..lJ a researcher to do which of the following'? 
(A])Ascertain(,)c. ..s;_;.i) what is already known about a topic 
[B) Helps the researcher to develop a theoretical framework 
1.Q.Helps the researcher to develop a hypothesis 
~All of the above 

8. ,.Ae?lied research is designed to: 
Qt.VSolve a current particular problem 
(B} Create or invent something 
(C) Generate body of knowledge 
(D} A and C are true 

9. A "field study" is a study conduci;ed 
@Without manipulating variables. 
(B) In a natural setting, with moderate interference by reseorcherse, . 
(C) With manipulate the independent variable and measured the dependent variable 
(D) In artificial ~nvironment with maximal interference by resecrcher«, 

_.,.._.-J. The main distinction (~J Lift) between applied and basic business research is Jhat 
{A) Applied research is scientific in nature, but basic research is not scientific in nature~ic research has 

--f£) Applied research specifically aimed at solving a currently problem, whereas ~og of phenomena 
the broader objective (t"_,1 u.i... ":!.ii) of generating knowledge and understandin 
and problems that occur in various organiiational settings. 

(C) Both applied and basic research aimed to solving a currently problem x.. ·zotions to solve 
----iD) Knowledge gained by the findings of basic research cannot be applied by organ' 

their own problems. 
h sis'? 

6. Under what circumstances ( <-<_,}:J1 u.- u.)> <?I w..J}is it best to use a i:i- . 
(A) When the researcher is relati~ely c~rtain of a prediction(.uw_,:;~~11.,~4110fo._L.~),t ignific~:int result. 
(B} When the researcher would hke to increase the chances of f1nd1ng a statist1callY 5 hich 1s 
(C) When there is a possibility that the results could turn out {<»-W) the opposite of that vJ 

expected 

L (D) When the researcher has not read the past literature on the topic 
. . . tr-ion tirst grade 

. - . It is hypothesized thatf 0\.i u.olft"JI) first grade girls will show !:?.filter reading comprehension 
boys. This statement best represent · 
(A) Not a hypothesis 
(B) A directional hypothesis 
(C) Non-directional hypothesis 
{DJ A theory 

-- . tc.l have made 
4. AL-Bareek Company wants to see which of its various divisions (soop. ~er.~ e 

profits of over 15% during the current year. What would be the unit Of analysis? 
(A) Individual (employee) 
fil Organization 
{[l))ivisions 
(D} Industry 
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24. Research Hypothesis is 
(A) formulated prior (~) to a review of the literature)( 
(B) is a clear, precise, and succinct statement(~!_, :J.¥...1 ~J of the specific issue that a researcher<. 

wishes to investigate. 
(lc)kjerived from theoretical framework l'Dr all of the above are true 

3. The variable manipulated by the researcher in an experimenLis called the 
(A) independent variable-- F 

(B) dependent variable 
(CJ extraneous variable.A 
(D) intervening vorloble.; 

20. The first step in doing literatur.e review ~ 
(A) review the literature s~ected 
(B) develop a theoretical framework 
(CJ evaluating the literature 
@search for existing literature in your area of the study 

21. "Objectivity", related to scientific investigation, r~fer.s~to: 
(AJ The probability that our estimations (u•i_,..w) are 'correctx, 
@The conclusions should be drawn based on the facts of the findings derived trom actual data, 

and not on our own subjective or emotional values. 
(C) The same type of research can be applied to other companies that have a similar problem. 
(DJ The research involves a good theoretical base and a carefully through-out methodologyy 

22. If the researcher want to study employees' before and after a change in the top management, 
so as to know what effects the change accomplished. Such· study are called: 
(A) cross-sectional study 
(ll3I) longitudinal study 
(CJ explorotory study 
(D) case study 

19. Which of the following is most suitable {4...;)l. fol) when there is little to no insight in a certain proble~ ?r 
when there is no information available on how similar problems or research issues have been solve tn 
the past? - 
(A) Descriptive research 
(..§.l Causal research 
(C))Exploratory research 
(D) Experimental research 
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f. identify control and experimental group. (4 makes) 

. . / \ ,, ~ J- .IL~~~!'.k-~~ 
Experimental group/s : .. an.~ .. _rr.~.~f..~1!.. .. ~~.i.~.~M~-~ .. ~.\~\: .. o.V\.c.. . .o.s,,.(V\·c~ .. ~ .. ,, - 

\:"'-'v~t>if., i.P t~\\l~~ s9~- . ---·------- --· · - _ . 
con1r61 gro~ ~ ·@) - - - . 

'5e0v,4e.'( r ~~...JM' - 
/ DI.~ c ~. '"' \:: ~.? D:Ar\~e s oP ~\Co~\" l ~ 

\ 

e. What is the unit of analysis? (2 makes) 

... 3eo,,_f. ~ .. · - 

. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. ... . . . ... . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . - 

d. wouldii.be...a...(?ngitudinal or cross-sectional study? Why (3 makes) . ., ·"', 
,.------ "' \'\· • ')~ . ~?<. -e)(p.e:r--\.\N'>..LtV\ 

d..... ~.t\,.\~~.1\ra...:. ;.~e._~ . .\'-.~~ .. \~£~~---~-!.:_~-~--·M:\cf. .. b.~.Cut-~e... .. -~1'--~-. . . 
.. W.\. . . -~· .a.f.,~ \.:--A.U.~:':-': ~-~:.·.~~:r:.-~:~~~~.~~~A..\ .~V: l'l".o.¥3. \IY.\ eAWr,.~ rz..----~---- .. · · · · · ~ . ~ .. _ .. _ . 
, ~ , ~ -· . ......... 

. ' ~ . ··················· 

. f balance { _)~1 
A researcher conducts a study to assess (~J the eff§lcts ,of alcohol on peoples' sens~ 0 

8 ounce of 
i.:iJ)i}4). H~ divides his subje_cts into three groups: in qoe $rbup :he p.articipants ~n~k 0~ drink soda. 
alcohol, m another they dnnk t"".'o ounc::_es of alcohol and tn a third group the ~ e corner of 
He then watches as each .earticiQant tri~ to walk on a straight line(~ .hi. <.:" ~) tro~ on . 
the room(;;_sy.i1 4,i_,IJJ to the next and notes how many times they stumble (fa:i,!J outside the 11ne. - 

Part C: Essay Questions (40 pointsl 

What is the dependent variable? What is the independent variable? (3 )makes) ' ~-=-- ' ~\J.....,L,~~~) G 
Independent varia&.?: .~ 5 ;~z!k· .. ~V 1 ·-· ~JSf b:J id1 ~ 14¥V· .<{" 

~ . ·V~5e.f\se...,C'h \~ 
Dependentvar \>~\( hzb_1t'<>~-~_:_,_f ~ !.1nu, •. ~l~ 

b. Would it be a causal or correlational study? Why? (3 makes} 

;·;·~IA-~fl-\ .. !?.:~~~~~~u. "' ~ ;~s;~~-&.~~············~~··~·:;·\·_~·i·;······· .. ::·······~-·~·.u.~-·-·.·_·_·.·.·.·.·_·. 
~·~~.-~ .. ~ .... v~.. . .. ~ .. LJH,.J.;x.:~·)··~·~·-··":":":".~~-, .. 9.:-!1.;t~ ..... ~.>)-J···· • 

" _.. - Iii. - ,--.:,,.:;..~--- ~ •••••••• 

........................................ 6: ..... ~.J.~.y\J1.0-:P.M.1 .. ~:Jp .. ~ .. ~ .. ;d.~--·~·F· ····· 
, .. . / - ···················· ..... 
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c. Null and alternative hypothesis in words. 

b. None directional hypotheses in words. 

a. Directional hypotheses in words and then expressed in statistical form, 

4. Formulate the following b~e<l Qn tlze case above. ~ 

~:t.s C'i!!L.~~Je.. . ..... 
c. Is there a moderating variable? what is? .. y..es.1 . .\.¥.~ .. ~.\.iltc .. 
d. Is there a mediating variable? What is? N.t> ~ ;:.;;J . 

~ . etween 
fonshlP b 

3. Evolve a theoretical framework (sketch a diagram to show clearly the rela 1 

variables ( 4 oints) 


